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Summary: 
 
From the Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series comes another great resource for teachers that looks 
at the difference between simply taking notes and making notes. Making good notes is essential to 
academic success, and research shows that note-savvy students significantly and consistently 
outperform their peers in school. Unfortunately, in too many schools, making notes involves simply 
copying down what the teacher says. This is note taking. Notemaking is something else entirely. It is a 
process where students actively identify important details, analyse big ideas and create notes that 
are unique and personal. 
 
From Note Taking to Notemaking has everything a teacher needs to master the strategy of 
Notemaking, in turn strengthening their students’ learning in the classroom. These tools and strategies 
can be used in any classroom of any level in any learning area, which makes it the perfect PD tool 
for any school. Over four sessions, teachers will learn how to focus on the difference between note 
taking and Notemaking; a set of research-based Notemaking tools and design a lesson for your 
classroom; to refine learning by reflecting on how the lesson worked, and; how to analyse student 
work and how to use that student work to improve instructional decision making. 
 
This is the base kit needed for professional development. It includes a kit folder, resource guide, 
workcard, poster and DVD that leads teachers step-by-step through their resource guides. Resource 
guides for each teacher (TC0626) are bought individually depeding on needs. 
 
Supporting Resources:  
 

• The Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series: Questioning Styles and  
Strategies (TC0640) 

• The Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series: Classroom  
Curriculum Design (TC0633) 

• The Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series: Word Works: Cracking  
Vocabulary’s CODE (TC0589) 


